
 

 

Global Research Project “The Nature and Evolution of Capitalism in All World” 

 
The project aims to systematize the existing approaches to the study of capitalism and the variety 

of its modern forms.  All project participants from different countries, both from the scientific 

centres of the world and its periphery will be equally represented in the project. Equality of all 

points of view is basic principle of the project. 

 

Steps: 

I. Forming team of participants (project-members) from universities and academic 

institutions, especially from departments or research units in economic theory or political 

economy, as well as among independent researchers. Geography of the project: Europe, Asia, 

North and Latin America, Africa, Australia and Oceania. 

 

II. Making a report (essay) by each participant, where he (she) answers the following 

questions: 

1. How national scientists, papery or online encyclopaedias describe or understand 

capitalism, which conceptual variety it belongs, form of what category it is". For example – 

“Capitalism is a kind of economic system that... Except capitalism there are such types of 

economic system as… “. 

2. What typology of capitalism is accepted in National economical science? What forms 

of capitalism exist in different countries, or in evolution process of national economy or 

worldwide? What factors influence the evolution of capitalism in national economy and 

worldwide (what point of view is accepted among national scientists and if it is accepted by 

the participants of project)? 

3. Is there capitalism in your in national economy? Who or what in national economy are 

actors of capitalism? (if to the first question answer is “no”, then you need to answer "What 

there is, if there’s not capitalism?" And the second question will be: Who or what are agents 

of influence of capitalism in your country?). 

4. What contradictions of economic relations, between what actors and over what 

subjects exist in your country? Does that contradictions are result of capitalism or they are 

overcome by it? 

5. What will replace capitalism in national economy and in the world? What 

fundamental differences will have the new one? 

We accept answers in English or Russian, supported by references to statistics and research 

papers written by national and world scientists, with optional attachment of pdf-files or links to 

publications and data). 

 

III. Processing of the answers, systematization of results, their formalization as articles in 

English, in Russian and, on the initiative of participants of project, in other languages, 

publication of articles.  

 

 

Project duration: 10 months - 1 year 

 

Project manager, prof. B. Barhatov 


